Agreement
between
European Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology
Seestrasse 240, 8802 Kilchberg, Switzerland
(hereinafter "EULAR")
and

Speaker/author first name:
Speaker/author family name:
Institution/Company

(hereinafter "you")
Regarding

Presentation n°:
Presentation title:
Type:
Session:

Name:
Date & Time:

In the permanent ambition to support the rheumatology community with the best available information
and education, EULAR offers this year a virtual congress experience. This will enable us to keep the spirit
of the global rheumatology community alive and to address urgent questions with immediate relevance
for patient care.
Your presentation will be made available during our EULAR Virtual Congress to all participants to the virtual
congress and thereafter to those who were not able to follow it during the virtual conference.
To be able to do this, EULAR is asking you to grant EULAR a licence to your presentation, including, slides,
images, voice etc. (hereinafter the "Content").

1

License to EULAR

You herewith grant to EULAR the worldwide, perpetual and until 23.59 CEST on 5th July 2021, exclusive
right to use, share, copy, store and redistribute the Content in any medium or format. EULAR may mandate
any third party of its choice to execute the acquired rights.
EULAR may use, share, copy, store and redistribute the Content free of charge or at a fee for the target
audience.
EULAR will always indicate your name, the title of the Content and the date and event at which you have
presented the Content.

2

Remuneration

Considering the projects, aims and objectives of EULAR, you provide the license stated above on a complimentary basis.

3

Confirmation and Warranty

You confirm and warrant that the Content does not infringe third party rights. In particular, you confirm that:

4

−

You do not infringe copyrights of third parties when you introduce text, images, videos or other
material, nor do you infringe personality rights, nor do you violate professional or medical secrecy
obligations. Specifically, you will not introduce images of identifiable patients unless the patient
has explicitly consented in writing or in another text form.

−

You are not subject to any law or bound to any agreement, including but not limited to an agreement with an employer, research institution or provider of a grant or bursary that would prevent
you of granting the rights as considered in this Agreement.

Applicable Law and Place of Jurisdiction

This Agreement is subject to material Swiss law, to the exclusion of conflict of law rules. The exclusive
place of jurisdiction is at the seat of EULAR.

The Speaker/Author:

Place, date: _________________________
Signature: __________________________
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